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THE SOCIALIST CULTURE WAR --- A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER  By Robert Williams

The Marxist/communist/socialist  movement was originated in the mid 19th century by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. 

Since then,  the brutal dictatorships it has brought about have caused enormous suffering among hundreds of millions.  Cuba

and North Korea and some other small countries are currently under the grip of "socialist" tyrannies.  Russia and China ---

while changed to capitalism on the surface --- still suffer from the lack of political freedoms. 

What is it about socialism that corrupts a people?  After all the hot air theories have needlessly exhausted discussion time,  it

boils down to simple elitism.  The socialist idea that the unwashed masses are incapable of running their own lives and

therefor an all-powerful "central committee" of the "wiser among society" must for the "common good" dictate every aspect

of an individual's life and force him or her to pay the enormous cost of surveillance and enforcement.  To accomplish this

sort of tyranny,  it is necessary to control the media and suppress free-speech dissent with a program of "political

correctness".   Another step is to take the means of production and finance from private hands and put it into the hands of

un-elected government czars.  Sound recently familiar?

To those of us who remember Hitler and Stalin and Mussolini and Mao and the causes of World War Two,  this is old

ground.  But in the end, after all the needless suffering,  socialism collapses of its own weight because socialists refuse to

recognize one obvious characteristic about human beings.  Humans inherited a genetic propensity for survival that drives us

to compete.  Time and time again history has shown that when encouraged to freely compete in commerce, in arts, and in

technology,  the greatest benefit to "common good" happens automatically.  Competition of this sort requires private

management of the means to invention and production and it requires free speech and protection of our Constitution and Bill

of Rights.  As written --- not as twisted by judges or politicians.

The Europeans managed to adopt a version of socialism that politically may still be somewhat democratic,  but by

overtaxing, trying to dumb everyone down to the same level with "fairness doctrines", and frowning on nationalism and

competition, they are killing the golden-egg goose of free competition.   It has weakened their culture so that Islamists are

finding it relatively easy to infiltrate and intimidate European societies.  In America this exact same process has recently

accelerated after gaining a gradual start in the 1930's when die-hard socialists began to have success in their long-term plan

to take over America.  They managed to influence enough people to accomplish their takeover of our educational system, 

our news and entertainment  media,  our unions, and now our government.  All in the guise of championing the "little guy"

against the "war-mongering rich capitalist exploiters of hard workers and the poor".

Unfortunately a minority of the so-called "tycoons of industry and finance" have indeed shown excessive greed and

stupidity.  This could have simply been exposed, shouted down, and boycotted by the public so that industry would clean its
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own house.  Instead, the greedy acts of a few have recently played right into the hands of socialists who mistakenly blame

"capitalism" and "corporations" for all our ills.  The media now hails capitalism's "death" without knowing how childishly

ignorant that is.  Ignorant because capitalism is not a person any more than a corporation is a person.  Both are merely tools

of commerce that can be used for benefit or harm --- just like a kitchen knife or a tire iron.  Misused automobiles can kill, but

it is usually the "nut" behind the wheel --- not the auto --- that does the harm.

So now the juggernaut of socialist policies is putting our grandchildren in great economic debt and great danger of losing all

their constitutional rights in a nation gone insane over a socialist president whom a Newsweek editor likens to God. (See

personality cult article below).

So what can be done?  It is really simple.  We who have any sanity left must (in old navy terms) "beat to quarters",  man our

battle stations,  and fight a culture war from the bottom up.  Fight to put truth and discipline back into our schools.  Fight to

preserve our rights against corrupt judges and elitist politicians,  fight to reform our electoral system so it is not controlled by

money and special interests.  Refuse to be "politically correct".  Refuse to be intimidated by Islamists and unions.  Refuse to

be afraid.  Refuse to give up.

And one more thing.   The socialists and Islamists have long-term strategies and plans.  We are already at a disadvantage

because we did not do the same.  We must have a plan and prepare ourselves for a long and arduous fight.  Is it worth it? 

Our Founders thought so,  and our soldiers thought so during all our wars since 1776.  Our soldiers still think so, or they

would not volunteer to risk their all.  Can we civilians and veterans do less than show our gratitude by volunteering for

"home front" service now?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

OUR OWN LITTLE CULT OF PERSONALITY  ---  by Robert Denham

 

What I dislike about Barack Obama, besides the blatantly Socialist nature of so much of his idealism, is the wild-eyed

devotion of so many of his followers. We've all seen it.

This scares me; and, there are actually people out there who have sworn loyalty--not to the country, not to the

government--but to him; to Barack Obama, himself---by name. Is this right? Is it natural?

Obama speaks of a nationwide movement of mandatory civilian service; of forming a “civilian security force…just as

powerful as the military itself….” 

Now, we all know that this is perfectly fine....after all, the heavily-armed, often violent Militia mentality is purely a

phenomenon of the right wing. Certainly.

Just ask The Black Panthers, The Weather Underground, the Animal Liberation Front and The Symbionese Liberation Army.

There are Obama-worshipping youth groups out there, wearing uniforms, chanting and marching in lockstep, dedicating

themselves to furthering Obama’s ideals and saying things like, “Because of Obama, I aspire to be the next (insert profession

here).” Like they couldn’t get that job before his election? What’s so very different now?

You know what a lot of this reminds me of? 

Nazi Germany; a “civilian security force” sounds to me, a lot like the SA, or “Brownshirts”. Thugs who guarded Nazi Party

meetings, and went around bashing heads and breaking up opposition party meetings, at Hitler’s behest.

It reminds me of the Hitler Youth, the Nazi “Boy and Girl Scouts” who sang and marched, praising Hitler, and were

brainwashed into reporting on the activities of their parents and neighbors. 

Cute little children’s choirs are singing songs, praising Obama. 

You know, images of smiling children singing the praises of their Dear Leaders can be found from, yes, Nazi Germany, and

Saddam’s Iraq; from Lebanon, Syria, Iran, China, Cuba, North Korea, Vietnam….all those wonderful bastions of democracy

and freedom. And now, at long last, we have it here! The oppressive Cult of Personality.

Despite all this unending, utterly ridiculous praise and worship, Obama has yet to tell them to stop. He has not said “knock it

off people; c’mon….this is silly”. Why not? Isn’t he kind of embarrassed by all the ruckus?

No, I don‘t think so; instead, I think he basks in the adoration. 

I think he secretly loves it; he sure likes being on TV. He’s been on the tube more in the last three months than most

presidents are in their whole first year or so. 
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Granted, there’s a lot going on right now, but even the mindlessly liberal network news departments are beginning to gripe,

as his endless string of press conferences cuts into their revenue-generating Prime Time schedules (profit, after all, is purely

the motive, despite Barack’s idealism ), and cost more and more money to their reporters covering these ongoing spectacles

of self-promotion.

Doesn’t he have a Press Office he can use to issue updates every day or so? Does he have to come on TV himself every five

minutes, and tell us what’s going on?

He even interrupted a press conference; just stepped right in there, to announce the retirement of Justice Souter.

I mean, come on; aren’t we paying people to do that for him? 

Yes we are; his Press Secretary is Robert Gibbs, the man who’s favorite phrases seem to be “I’m not sure--I’ll have to get

back to you on that”, “I don’t know, I’ll have to get back to you on that” and “Let me check on that and get back to you”.

So…what, Barack? You couldn’t just have written down a blurb and handed it to some White House aide to send to the AP? 

No, you just had to get your face on camera again, didn‘t you? Any chance, any opportunity, will do.

The Cult of Personality comes to America, and our Glorious Leader’s biggest fan often seems to be….himself.

It can't happen here? Germany was one of the most cultured, intellectual and civilized nations in the world. It happened there.

All you need is a good speaking voice and the ability to tell certain people what they want to hear. It's happening here.


